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MAYER-VIETORIS SEQUENCES AND BRAUER GROUPS
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ABSTRACT. Let R  be a Noetherian domain with finite integral closure   R.

We study the map from the Brauer group of R, B(R), to B(R): first, by embedding

B(R) into the Cech etale cohomology group H (R, U) and using a Mayer-Vietoris

sequence for Cech cohomology of commutative rings; second, via Milnor's theorem

from algebraic K-theory. We apply our results to show, i.e., that if R is a domain

with quotient field K a global field, then the map from B(R) to B(K) is 1-1.

Let R be a Noetherian integral domain with finite integral closure R, con-

ductor c and quotient field K. The object of this paper is to try to describe rela-

tionships between the Brauer group of R, B(R), and B(R), B(R/c), and B(K).

Questions of this kind were considered by M. Auslander and 0. Goldman, who

showed that if 7? = R is regular, the map from B(R) to B(K) is 1-1.

Our approach in the first three sections is to glean information from a long

exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence of Cech cohomology. This sequence extends a

six-term Mayer-Vietoris K-theory sequence for the category Pic of Milnor and

Bass, and when B(R) is isomorphic to the second etale cohomology group with

coefficients in the sheaf of units (multiplicative group) the extended sequence

describes the kernel and image of the map from B(R) to B(R) © B(R/c). In par-

ticular, for R of dimension 1 the kernel is trivial.

When 7? has dimension 1, R is regular, so the only candidates for elements

in the kernel of the map from B(R) to B(K) are elements of B(R) which become

trivial in B(R) but not in B(R/c). Auslander and Goldman's counterexample to

B(R) —» B(K) being 1-1 is of this kind. As a consequence it follows that if R is

any ring with quotient field K a global field, the map B(R) —» B(K) is 1-1. We

get the following splitting result: If A is any Azumaya R-algebra, R a ring with

quotient field a global field K, and A  ®R K is split by a finite extension field L,

then every order over R in L splits A.

When B(R) cannot be identified cohomologically, cohomological methods do

not give precise information on the kernel of the map B(R) —» B(R) © B(R/c). In
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§4 we apply methods of Milnor and Bass to obtain six-term Mayer-Vietoris K-theory

sequences for the categories FP and Az. Using them we show that when

Pic (R/c) is. torsion, the kernel is isomorphic to the cokernel of the map from

Pic(R) © Pic (R/c) to Pic (R/c).

I wish to thank E. D. Davis for assistance with commutative algebra in §3

and M. Ojanguren for pointing out an error in §2.

I. Let R be a commutative ring, and let K = K(R) be the category of commu-

tative 7?-algebras and R-algebra maps. Given a functor F: K —» ab and an 7?-alge-

bra S define FS: K —» ab by FS(T) = F(S ® T) (unadorned ® means ®R); define

FS/F: K —»ab by exactness of the sequence

F(T) -* FS(T) -> FS/F(T) -» 0

for all objects T of K. (The functor FS/F is called QF(S, -) in [6].)

Denote by H"(T/R, F) the Amitsur cohomology groups with coefficients in P.

Then H"(T/R, FS) Sä H"(T ® S/S, F), the isomorphism being induced on the com-

plex level. For an R-algebra T,T"=T®...® T (n times), T° = 7?.

(1.1) Proposition [6, 3.3]. If S, T are R-algebras and F: K —» ab a functor

such that F(T") —» FS(T") is 1-1 for all n > 0, ièeTî there is a long exact sequence

-► H"- KT/R, FS/F) -» H"(T/R, F) -* H"(T/R, FS)

-» H"(T/R, FS/F) -» H"+l(T/R. F) -► • • • .

The proof is a routine diagram chase.

We remark that with U: K —» ab the units functor the group Hl(T/R, US/U)

has been studied in [6, §4] and [8].

(1.2) Let T be a (Grothendieck) topology on R for which all the covers are

singleton covers which are faithfully flat R-algebras (I am viewing T as involving

algebras, rather than affine schemes, so a singleton cover is an R-algebra map

S —► T). Assume also that if R —» S is a cover in T, so is R —» 5" for all 72 > 0.

Denote

lim 77"(T/R. F) = H^(R, F>,

Inn H"(T/R, FS) = H^(S, F),

lim 77n(T/R, FS/F) = H^(S, R; F),

where the limits are taken over covers R —» T in T. Thus 77^.(5, F), where T is

a topology on R, is a limit over covers of S of the form 5 —»5 ®R T. (In case

T consists of covers which are faithfully flat of finite presentation these limits

are denoted by 77"F, H"F(S), H"QF(S) in [6].)

(1.3) Proposition. If F: K —» ab is a functor for which for all covers R —► T

in T, F(T) —» FS(T) is 1-1, then there is a long exact sequence
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-► H^-KS, R; F) — H^(R, F) -» H^(S, F)

-> H".(S, R; F) -» H!".+1(R, F) — • • • .

The groups H^.(S, R; F) are candidates for an excision property. Let

R-> Rj

be a fibre product diagram in K, so that R = \(r^, r2)|/j(rj) = f2(r2)\.

(1.5) Definition (cf. [10]). Given (1.4) with f2 onto, and a topology T over

R as in (1.3), a functor F: K —» ab  is a M-V  functor (over   T relative to (1.4))

if

(MV 1) 0 — F(S) -» F(Sj) © F(S2) -^ FUj)

is exact for all R-* S in T, where ps = F(S © /j) - F(S © /2), and

(MV 2) lim p_ is onto;

i.e. given R —* S in T and x e F(S,), there exists S -"-» T in T so that

F(i ® R,)(x) is in the image of p~.

We can now state an excision theorem.

(1.6) Theorem. Let

Rl

LI(1.4)

k2— "3

¿c a /¿¿re product diagram with f2 onto, and F: K(R) —» ab a functor. Suppose T

is a topology over R as in (1.2), and F  is a  M-V functor over T relative to

(1.4). Then for all n>0, HT(R2, R, F) Ä HT(R}, Rv F).

Proof. For n > 0 and T a cover of R in T consider the commutative diagram

F(T") -* F(T")-ÏL> F(T")/F(T") — 0

!    I       h
Firp-* F(T")-► F(T")/F(r[) -* 0

which has exact rows. Since F satisfies (MV 1) a quick diagram chase shows

that it"- must be 1-1. Assume F satisfies (MV 2). Given an element z of

F(T")/F(T") pull it back to w in F(T"). By (MV 2) there is a cover T -U U in

T so that Hi ® R3)(w) = wu = F(/2 ® t/")(y) - F(fx ® (7")(x). But then p^wj

= Py(F(/2 ® U")(y)). So p¿(y) in   F(t/p/F(l/n) maps onto *„. It is then a trivial
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3-dimensional diagram chase to verify that

Inn HWfi: H"(R2, R, F) -» H"(Ry Ry F)

is 1-1 and onto.

(1.7) Corollary.  Given the fibre product (1.4) with f2 onto, T a topology and

F a functor: K —» ab satisfying

(1) F(T) -+ F(T.+2) is 1-1 for all R-, T in T,

(2) F is a M-V functor over T relative to (1.4).

Then there is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence

-»«"tHa , F)-» W£(R. F)

-» 77£(Rj, F) ©74(R2, F) -» Tf^Rj, F) — ••• .

This follows by a well-known and easy diagram chase on the long exact

sequences of (1.3) involving 77^.(R¿, F) -♦ H^(R. ., F), z' = 0, 1 (RQ = R), using

the excision isomorphism of (1.6).

(1.8) Remark. One can prove (1.7) without the assumption (I) by a more

tedious direct argument, not using the excision property (1.6). We omit a proof of

this, as the added generality is not needed in the applications below. A reader

wishing to study the Brauer group of the group ring over Z of a cyclic group of

prime power order using [3, p. 483, (5.5) and p. 601], however, will prefer the

more general version of (1.7).

Recall that U: K —» ab is the units functor, Pic: K —» ab is the functor which

assigns to T the group of isomorphism classes of rank one projective T-modules,

and B: K —► ab is the Brauer group functor.

For * in R, R    denotes the ring of quotients of R with respect to the multi-

plicative set {x"|t2 > Oj. An R-algebra T of the form T = ©"=1 Rx. with Rxj +

• • • + Rx   = R will be called a Zariski cover of R. Such an R-algebra is faithfully

flat over R [5, p. 137].

(1.9) Proposition. Let T be a topology over R as in (1.2) such that (*) for

R —* S a cover in T and x e Pic (S) there exists S —* T a cover of T szzc/j that

x e ker {Pic (S) —» Pic(T)j. Then the functor U is a M-V functor over T relative

to (1.4) (when f is onto).

Proof. That U satisfies (MV 1) is clear. That Í7 satisfies (MV 2) follows

from a Mayer-Vietoris sequence of Milnor [3, p. 48l]: surjectivity of f2 in (1.4)

yields the exact sequence

0 -» U(S) -» ¿XSj) © IÁS2) -» fXS3) -^ Pic(S)

for any flat R-algebra S. Given any x e 17(5,) find a cover i: S —» T which splits

<?(*) in Pic(S). Then U(i ® R¿(x) comes from t/(Tj) © U(T2), so that (MV 2)

holds.
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Remark. We show in §2 that the topology whose covers S —» T are etale

faithfully flat algebras satisfies (*).

(1.10) Corollary. Let T be a topology over R as in (1.2) and satisfying (*).

Suppose given the fibre product diagram

R-► R,

I „ I
R2-^R,

with ¡2 onto, and suppose that

for each maximal ideal m of R,

' Rm® R. is semilocal, i =1,2, 3.

T¿e72 there is a long exact sequence

0— U(R)-+ i/(Rj)© (/(R2)-» íXR3)-> Pic(R)-*Pic(Rj)©Pic(R2)

-♦Pic(R3)-. H\(R, U)~* H2.iRv U) ®H2.iR2,-U)-+H2iRy U)

-» H\(R, [/) — .••.

Proof. Apply (1.9) to the sequence (1.7) (noting remark (1.8)). The result

then follows once we note that h\(R., U) = UÍR.) and //^.(R¿, U) S Pic(R.). The

first of these is true because for any flat R-algebra T, H iT/R, U) = UÍR). As

for the second, given any rank one projective R -module P. and any maximal ideal

77! of R, R     ®D P. is free because R     ©D  R. is semilocal. Thus for each m
'        772 K        t m        R I

there is an x not in m so that R    ®„ R. is free. The x's generate the unit

ideal so there exists X.f « « •, X    so that x, +. •.+ x   = 1, and (©*? , R    ) ®„ P.

is free. But such an algebra T = K& R     is a Zariski cover. Thus the class of P.
i '

is in

kertPicUp— Pic(T® R¿)) S*//KT ® R¿/R(., I/).

Passing to the limit (union) over covers of R. in T yields the isomorphism

H\(R., lOs Pk(R.) [6,6.6],

(1.12) Remark. The first six terms of this sequence form the sequence of

Milnor used in the proof of (1.9). (Milnor's sequence is however valid without

assumption (1.11).) Corollary (1.10) thus yields, under the condition (1.11), an

infinite extension of Milnor's sequence.

If T is the etale topology (see below) H-iR, if) is isomorphic to Grothen-

dieck's cohomological Brauer group [ll] by a result of M. Artin [17, Corollary 4.2],

and contains the usual Brauer group. Corollary (1.10) thus gives information on

the cohomological Brauer group of a fibre product.
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IL In this section we study the relationship between the usual Brauer group

of R and the Cech Brauer group which arose in §1.

In the following sections R is a commutative ring and T is the topology on

R such that Cat(T) = R-algebras R-* S when R —» S is in Cov(T), and Cov(T) =

algebras S —► T where T is a finitely presented, faithfully flat etale S-algebra

[14]. If R' is an R-algebra, the topology T(R) on R* is the topology T ®R R', i.e.

Cat(T ®R R*) = {R'-algebras S'= S ®, R'l,

Cov(T ®Rt) = {covers S ®R'-» T®R'with S -» T in Cov(T)!.

Call T the etale topology on R, and S —* T e Cov(T) an etale cover.

The object of this section is to prove:

(2.1) Theorem. Let RQ be a commutative Noetherian ring, R a finite RQ-alge-

bra, T = T(R0) ® R. Let Br(R) = U ker (B(R) -» 73(D) where the union runs

through covers R —♦ T in T. Then there is a 1-1 map Br(R) —, 77^.(R, 17).

The idea of the proof is the same as that for the corresponding map into

77T(R, U), the derived sheaf cohomology, as found in [11,1, §§1.3 and 2]. Before

beginning the proof, we need:

(2.2) Proposition.  Let R be a finite R-algebra, let S be an etale cover of R,

let S = S ®R R, and let P be a finite S ®jj S-module of rank n. Then there exists

an etale cover S —,T such that if f = T ®R R, then P ®(y®7j5") (f ®R T) is

free.

Proof. Let q be a prime ideal of 5 ®R S. Then R ®R (S ®R S)    is semi-

local, so P ®-2 (R  ®r (S ®r S) )  is free. Thus there is an etale (in fact a

Zariski) cover W = ®"=1 (S ®R S)f.  of S ®R S so  that P ®f2(R ®R V) is

free. By [17, Theorem 4.1], since R is Noetherian it follows that there is an etale

S-algebra T such that the map S ®R S —» T ®R T factors through the map

S ®R S -» W. Thus

P ®_2(R ®R (T ®R D) a P ®-j (T ®£ T)

is free.

Proof (of (2.1)). Let GL   = lim GLs(n), where the limit is taken with respect

to the maps GL(z2) = Aut (R") -♦ Aut (R" ® Rm) = GL(mn) by rr —» o ® 1, and let

PGL = lim PGL(n), the limit being taken in the same way. Then there is a short

exact sequence of functors 1 —♦ U —* GL^ —» PGL —» 1 which yields an exact

sequence of pointed Cech cohomology sets:

(2.2) ... 77^.(R, U) -» 77*.(R. GL^) -» Tf^R, PGL) -» H\(R, U).
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But in fact we have an abelian monoid structure on H^R, GLq) and on

H^iR, PGL) given as follows: Recall that

H^iR, GL^ = lim hKS/R, GL^)    and    hKS/R, GLq) = limnHl(S/R, GLin)).

For a, b in T/Hs/R, GL^) let

a eZKS/R, GLin)) Ç GLp2),      b eZKS/R. GLim)) C GLmiS2)

be preimages. Then ä x b  is the image in H iS/R, GLq) oí a ® 1 • 1 ® b  in

ZiS/R, GLimn)) Ç GLÍS2) = Aut((S ® S)<"> ® (S ® S)(ffl)).
mn

It is shown in [9, p. 107] that this multiplication and the analogous multiplication

on H (S/R, PGL), is well defined, commutative, and makes these sets into abel-

ian monoids. Garfinkel [9] also shows that the maps of (2.2) are homomorphisms

of abelian monoids.

In fact, HT(R, GLq) and H^(R, PGL) ate abelian groups, as we shall see.

Now descent theory ([12], [9]) yields a natural (in S and 72) bijection of pointed

sets Hl(S/R, GL(n)) *-> V(S/R, S") where V(S/R, S") is the set of isomorphism

classes of R-modules P which are projective of rank 77. and such that P ®R S Sí S".

Passing to the limit over n gives a bijection of H (S/R, GLq) with the set of

those isomorphism classes of projective R-modules P of finite constant rank over

R, which became free when tensored with S, modulo the equivalence relation that

P ~ Q it P ® Fj Si Q ® F2 for some free modules Fj, F2 of finite rank. The

abelian monoid structure on H (S/R, GL^), then coincides with the tensor pro-

duct on projective modules.

Passing to the limit over R —► S in T gives an abelian monoid isomorphism

of 7/i.(R, GLq) with the monoid of equivalence classes of projective R-modules

of finite constant rank. But by a theorem of Bass, for any projective module P of

finite rank there is another such Q so that P ® Q is free. Thus H~(R, GLq) is

an abelian group. If FP (R) denotes the category (with product ®) of the pro-

jective R-module of constant finite rank, then in fact

HXT(R. GL9) Si K0FPr/Z = (def)K0FPr(R)

where Z denotes the classes of the free R-modules of finite rank.

Let AE(n) be the functor defined by AE(n)(S) = Aut(Ends(S(n))) and AE =

lim AE(n); the limit being induced by the maps 5^n) -p-> 5("^ ® S(m) just as with

GL0 and PGL. Then Hl(S/R, AE) is an abelian monoid [9,6.13, p. 109]. There

is an exact sequence of functors [15]

1— PGL(n) -» AE(n) -* ker(Pic ■*-♦ Pic) -» 1

which, in the limit, yields 1 —» PGL —» AE —* t Pic —» 1 where t Pic is the
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torsion subgroup of Pic. Applying cohomology yields the exact sequence

-♦ 77°.(R, î Pic) -» 77^.(R, PGL) -» H].(R, AE) -+ 77*.(R, t Pic)

which is an exact sequence of abelian monoids. But in fact T7.L(R, t Pic) Ç

limT / Pic (S) = 0 and H\(R, Pic,) Ç ljmT t Pic (S2) - 0 since for P in t Pic (S2)

there is a cover S -ú T so that P ® - T2 2t T2 by Proposition (2.2). Thus

77T(R, PGL) sa H^(Rf AE)%

Now descent theory yields'a natural (in S and tj) bijection of pointed sets.

hHs/R, AE(n)) -► V(S/R, End^S")) where V(S/R, Ends(S")) is the set of iso-

morphism classes of Azumaya R-algebras A such that A ®R S = End (S"). Pass-

ing to the limit over 72 gives a bijection of H (S/R, AE) with the set of Azumaya

R-algebras A of constant rank over R which become isomorphic to matrix rings

when tensored with S, modulo the equivalence relation that A« B if A ® Al (R)

= B ® Al  (R) for some matrix rings M (R), M  (R), m, n > 0. The abelian monoid
7H n ffz —

structure on 77 (S/R, AE) coincides with the tensor product of Azumaya algebras.

Passing to the limit over R —* S in T gives an abelian monoid isomorphism

of 77Í.(R, AE) with the monoid of equivalence classes of Azumaya R-algebras of

constant rank which are split into matrix rings by covers of T. But this monoid is

a group, for if A is split by a cover in T, so is A  , and if Q is a projective

R-module of constant rank such that Q  ®R A is a free R-module, then Q is split

by some cover in T, so that A   ® EndR (Q) is split by a cover of T. But A ® A

® EndR (Q) = a matrix ring, so A has an inverse which is split in T.

If Az'(r) denotes the category with product ® of the Azumaya R-algebras

of finite constant rank split by T, then as above we have

H\(R, AE) K7<0(AzrT(R)/Z)=(def)K0AzrT

where Z denotes the classes of the endomorphism rings of free R-modules of

finite rank.

Putting these identifications together, we have the commutative diagram with

vertical isomorphisms and exact rows:

-» Hlr(R, U) -» 77^.(R, GL^I -> h\(R, PGL) -» H\(R, U)

i I I |
Pic(R) -» K0FPr(R) Ä K0Az^.(R)-, B -+ 0

It follows that if B is defined by exactness of the bottom row there is a monomor-

phism from B into T/^R, U). But it is easy to see that B = Br(R). For B con-

sists of Azumaya algebras of constant rank modulo the equivalence relation A ~ A   if

there exist projective modules with constant rank, P, P   so that A ® EndR (P)

= A ® EndR(P'). But any class in B-(R) may be represented by an Azumaya
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algebra of constant rank, so the obvious   1-1   map  B —» B-(R)  is onto.

This completes the proof of Theorem (2.1).

III.

(3.1) Let R be a Noetherian domain, R its normalization, c the conductor.

Then there is a long exact sequence.

1 — U(R) -» (ÁR) -» U(R/c) -» UiR/c) — Pic (R) -» Pic (R) © Pic (R/c)

— Pic(R/c) — H\(R, U) — Hid, U) ®H\(R/c, U) — H\(R/c, Ú)

-*H\(R, {/)—•...

Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary (1.10) applied to the fibre

product

R-» R/c

i    I
R-*R/c

since for each prime ideal p of R, R    is semilocal [13, (33.10)].

Note that this sequence is nontrivial iff c 4 0 iff R is a finite R-module.

The rest of the section is devoted to applications of (3.1).

(3.2) Theorem. Suppose R is a Noetherian domain of Krull dimension 1, then

there is an exact sequence

0 — BÍR) -» BT(R) ®BT(R/c) -» BT(R/c).

Proof. The conditions on R imply that B(R) = dH^R, U), the derived sheaf

cohomology by [11, II, Corollary 2.2]. Artin's isomorphism of derived and Cech

etale cohomology [17, Corollary 4.2] implies that B(R) Si H^R, U). The other

three Brauer groups map monomorphically into the respective 7/   s by (2.1). Since

R is Dedekind, R/c is Artinian, so H^R/c, U) Ç Pic (R/c) = 0. So exactness of

the sequence follows easily from (3.1).

(3.3) Corollary. Let R be any ring with quotient field a finite algebraic num-

ber field K. Then B(R) S B(R).

Proof. By [7, Theorem A] R is a ring of quotients of the integral closure R.

of Z in R. Thus R0, hence R, hence R, has dimension 1. Since R» is a finite

Z-module, R is pseudo-geometric [13] so R is a finite R-module. Thus c 4 0 and

R/c, hence also R/c are finite rings. Thus B(R/c) = B(R/c) = 0 [12, p. 41,

Corollary 3]. The result then follows from (3.2).

(3-4) Corollary. If R is any ring with quotient field a finite algebraic number

field K, then the map BÍR) —► BiK) is 1-1.
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Proof. Since R is normal of dimension 1, R is regular so B(R) —► B(K) is 1-1

by [2, 7.2].

(3.5) Proposition. Let k be a field, R a k-algebra which is a Noetherian

domain with quotient field K a finitely generated function field of transcendence

degree < 1 over k. Then there is an exact sequence

0 — B(R) -» Br(R) QBr(R/c) — BT(R/c).

Proof. If tr deg K = 0 then R = K and the sequence is trivial. If tr deg K = 1

then R contains a transcendental element x, hence contains k[x], and K is a finite

extension of k(x). In that case it is known that R has dimension 1   (e.g. [7, §3l).

(3.6) Corollary. If in (3.5) k has cohomological dimension < 1  [16] then B(R)

Si Br(R), and the map from B(R) to B(K) is 1-1.

Proof. Assume tr deg K = 1. We show that R is a finite R-module. Let x be

an element of R which is transcendental over k, let Z be the integral closure of

k[x]   in R, and let Z be the integral closure of Z in K. Then Z = Z[a.,' • •, a ],

for k[x] is pseudo-geometric [13] and K is a finite extension of k(x), so Z is a

finite &[x]-module. Claim: R - R[a,, •• •, a ]. Clearly since Z C R, R[a,, • • •, a ]
i n _' — i n

Ç R. On the other hand, for any maximal ideal p of Z, Zft Ç R[a., • • •, a ]ft Ç R ,

so since Z    is a discrete rank one valuation ring, Z   = R . Thus if Z = ©  Zfl,

R[flj,...,aB] ®z2f=R ®z 2?. Since 2 is  a faithfully  flat Z-module,

RUj,..., aj = R.

It follows that c 40.

Since R is Dedekind, R/c and R/c Ç R/c are finitely generated ¿-algebras of

dimension 0. Thus R/c is a finite 4-algebra, so that (R/c)/rad ( R/c)  is a finite

product of finite field extensions of k. Since every finite extension of k has trivial

Brauer group, B((R/c)/rad (R/c)) = 0. Now since rad (R/c) is nilpotent, it follows

from [12, p. 41] that the map B(R/c) -* B((R/c)/rad(R/c)) is 1-1. Thus B(R/c) = 0.

Similarly B(R/c) = 0. The result follows from (3.2) and [2, 7.2], as before.

This last corollary applies in particular if k is algebraically closed, or if k

is a finite field (see [16] for other examples). Thus

(3.7) Corollary. If R is any ring with quotient field a global field K, the map

B(R)-,B(K) is 1-1.

(3.8) Corollary [ll, III, (1.2)]. If R is the affine ring of any complex algebraic

curve, then   B(R) = 0.

(Tsen's theorem implies that B(7C) = 0.)

We make a remark about splitting algebras.

(3.9) Corollary.  Let R be a ring with quotient field K a global field. Let A
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be an Azumaya R-algebra and LD K be a finite splitting field for A ®R K. Then

every order over R in L splits A.

For if S is such an order, B(S) —» BÍD is 1-1.

We conclude this section by observing that Auslander and Goldman's well-

known counterexample to B(R) —* B(K) being 1-1 may be described in terms of

(3.2).
(3.10) Example (Auslander-Goldman) [2, p. 388], [11, H, p. 297-09]. Let R -

R[x, y] with x2 + y2 = 0. Then R = R[x, y/x] Si C[x],. c = xR, R/c = R, f?/c Ä C.

We have B(R/c) = 0; B(r1 = 0 by [2, 7.2] and Tsen's theorem; and B(R/c) = B(R)

Si Z/2Z. So by (3.2) B(R) Si BT(R/c) Ç B(R/c). But in fact B^(R/c) = B(R/c),

for the cover R—*R  ®g C in T splits the nontrivial element of B(R/c). So

B(R) Si B(R/c) = Z/2Z.

Thus B(R) —* BŒ) is not 1-1, and so the map from the Brauer group of R

to the Brauer group of its quotient field is not 1-1.

rV. Sequence (3.1) describes the kernel of the map from the (Cech) cohomo-

logical Brauer group fl'(R) to B'(R) ® B'(R/c) in terms of Pic (R/c). When

B'(R) Si B(R) as when R has dimension 1, this gives information on the kernel

of the map from B(R) to B(R) © B(R/c) but in general (3.1) only describes that

kernel as a quotient of some subgroup of Pic (R/c).

The object of this section is to prove that t Pic (R/c) always maps into the

kernel. We prove this by obtaining Mayer-Vietoris K-theory sequences for the

categories Fp and Az (using results of Bass and Milnor) and chasing the dia-

gram which arises from the map from one of the sequences to the other.

If Pic (R/c) is torsion we can then describe the kernel precisely:

(4.1) Theorem. Let

R —>Rt

I,   1
r MrK2 3

be a fibre product of rings with f2 onto. Then if the map Pic(Rj) © Pic(R2) —»

Pic(R,)/< Pic(R.) is onto, then there is an exact sequence

(4.1a) / Pic(R3) -♦ B(R) — BÍR¿ © BÍR2).

If Pic(R,) is torsion, then there is an exact sequence •••—♦ Pic(R) —»

Pic(Rj) © Pic(R2) -+ Pic(R3) -» B(R) -» B(R1) © B(R2).

Recall the categories with product FP(R)  and Az(R)  for R a commutative

ring. The objects of FP(R)  are finitely generated projective R-modules which

have rank > 0 at every p eSpec(R). A well-known theorem of Bass states that
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P is an object of FP(R) iff there exists a finitely generated projective R-module

such that P ®R Q is free. Maps in FP(R) are module isomorphisms, the product is

®R. The objects of Az(R) are Azumaya R-algebras; the product is ®R. There is

a functor End: FP(R) —» Az(R) given by P h-» EndR (P), and this functor induces

the exact sequences [4, pp. 117, 120] (cf. (2.3)).

(4.2a) 1 -, iXR)/T7/(R)-» 7CjFP(R) — KjAz(r) -» t Pic(R) -+ 1

(4.2b)        1 _» Pic(R)//Pic(R) -» K0FP(R) -» KqAz(R) -» B(R) -, 1.

The proof of (4.1) will follow by a diagram chase from (4.2) and

(4.3) Theorem. Let

R —» Rj

K2        »   K3

be a fibre product of rings in which f.  is surjective. Then there are exact Mayer-

Vietoris sequences:

KjFPÍR) — KjFPtRj) © KjFPÍ.Rj)— TqFPÍRj)— KqFP(r)

-» TÇjFPtRj) © 7<0FP(R2) — /<0FP(R3)

ana?

KjAz(R) -♦ KjAziRj) © KY\AR2) — T^AzÍRj) -» 7<0Az(R)

-♦ TCjAztRj) © K0Az(R2) -» K0Az(R3).

Proof of (41). The functor End defines a map of cartesian squares of cate-

gories from

FP(R) — FP(R,)

I        I
FP(R2) - FP(R3)

to
Az(R) -» Az(R )

I I
Az(R2) — AZ(R3)

So by VII (4.3) of [3] we have a map of Mayer-Vietoris sequences involving the

two sequences of Theorem (4.3). Using the sequences of (4.2) we get a large dia-

gram. We abbreviate groups in the diagram as follows: for a functor G, set
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GiR/) = G(Rj) © GiR2); FUiS) = UÍS)/tUÍS), FPiciS) = Pie (5)//Pic (S)

1-» FIAR)->K.FF(R)->K,\ÁR)->tPic(R)-»

! I I        J
♦K.FP(R.)->K,\ÁR1)—*tPic(R)—►

i I        I
♦K.FP(Rj —K.Az(R,)—»<Pic(Rj —

I I I
K0FP(R) —► fí0Az(R) —*B(R)-»

lili
1 -» FPic(R.) -► K0FP(Rt) —»KQAz(R¿) —>B(Rt)-►

I
FUiRj-

I
1 — FPic(R) — K0FP(R)-> fí0Az(R)

I I I
1 -» FPicÍRj —»KnFP(Rj -► KnAz(R,) —»ß(R,) ''3'       "0—'%y       i'x"3'

The maps in the last column are induced by exactness of the rows. The first

statement of (4.1) follows by chasing diagram (4.4). The last statement follows

from the first statement by putting together the sequence of (1.10) and sequence

(4.1a).

(4.5) Remark. If BiR) = M\iR, U) then (4.1) follows without (4.3) by con-

sidering the torsion parts and the cokernelsof the torsion parts of sequence (1.10)

and chasing the resulting diagram.

The remainder of §4 is devoted to a sketch of the proof of (4.3), which proof

is essentially a verification of Remark (5.2), p. 481 of [3] for the categories FP

and Az.

The proof of (4.3) is a matter of showing that a general theorem of Bass [3,

VII, (4.3), p. 314] is applicable to our situation. We therefore recall some defini-

tions and results from [3]. The notation A e C means A is an object of C.

(4.6) Definitions. Let

H,

(4.7) //-

v,2 ,v,3

be a diagram of categories with product and product preserving functors, and

a.: Fj//j —» F2H2 a natural isomorphism.

The functor F2: C2 —» Cj is E-surjective if, given A € C2 and ß' in the

commutator subgroup of Autc (F2A), there exists ß eC, and ß in the commuta-

tor subgroup of Aut_   (A 1 B) so that j8'l 1F B = F'ß.
C2 lF2B
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The functor F2 is cofinal if given any A   eC, there exists B   e C,, A eC,

so that A 1 B  Sä F2A. The functor F2 is cofinal with respect to F, if given

Aj e Cj there exists A j  eCj,A2eC2 such that F2A2 = F, (A. 1 A.')*

A basic object for C2 is an object A so that the inclusion functor from the

category whose objects are A", 72 > 1, to C_, is cofinal. Given a basic object A

in C2 such that A" sa Am implies tj = tzz, set G(A°°) = lim G(A") where G(A") =

AutC2(A"). Then K,C2 = G(A°°)AG(Ax), CU")] [4, p. 25].

(4.8) Remark. Suppose A is a basic object for C2, and F2A is a basic object

for C3- Then F2 is cofinal, and F2 is E-surjective iff the map

MA00), G(A°°)] - [(«Fi*.)"), G((FA)")]

is onto.

(4.9) Definitions, continued. Given diagram (1), define the category C, x_   C2

as follows:

The objects of C. xc   C2 are triples (Aj, a, A2), with A. eC, a.: F.A. ^ F2A.;

maps (/j, /2): (Aj, a, A2) —♦ (Bj, /S, B2) are pairs of maps f.: A.-»B. which

commute with a and ß. Define a functor T: C —» C, xc   C2, by T(A) =

(77jA, aA, H2A).

(4.10) (Bass). The diagram (4.7) yields a Mayer-Vietoris sequence

KjC -» KjCj © KjC2 — 7CjC3 -+ K0C -* KqCj © 7<0C2 -* 7C0C}

if

(a) F.  and F, are cofinal and cofinal with respect to each other,

(b) Fj is E-surjective, and

(c) the functor T is an equivalence.

Theorem (4.3) will follow from (4.10) applied to the diagram

H,

C(R) -1 C(Rj)

(411)
H Fl

c(R2)-^i*aR3)

with C = FP or Az, where the functors are induced by "base change". The map

a: F'j77j —» F2772 is induced by the isomorphism (R ®R Rj) ®R   R3 S£ (R  ®R R2)

Proof of (4.3). (a) Cofinal subsets of FP(R), Az(R) are R", Aln(R), respec-

tively, for 72 > 1. Since F., z = 1, 2, takes cofinal sets to cofinal sets in each

case, (a) is clear.

(b) For FP. We assumed that f2: R2 —, R} is subjective. By (4.6) it is

enough to show that [GLq(R2), GL^ (R2)] -» [GLq(rJ, GL9(R})] is onto.
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But if y e [GL„(Ri), GLjÍRj] y ® 1 e F2n(R3) by the Whitehead lemma [3, V,

(L7), p. 226; cf. p. 519 and (1.9), p. 228]; F2„(R2) —* E2„iRJ is clearly surjective,

and E2n(R2) Ç [GL2n(R2), GL2n(R2)] by [3, V, (L5), p. 223].

(b) For Az. Recall EA (R) = Aut(End„ (R")\ and AE(R) = lim   AE (R).
71 K ' —9 71 71

We must show that [AE(R2), AE(R2)] —» [AE(Ri), AE(R5)] is onto. Notation:

[G(R)] = [G(R), G(R)] in the next argument.

Clearly, [GL^ (R.)] -► [PGL(Rt)] is onto for /' = 2, 3. Since [GLg (R2)] -♦

[GL^Rj] is onto, it follows trivially that [PGL(R2)] —► [PGL(R3)] is onto.

Now we have the commutative diagram, i = 2, 3.

1 1

[PGL(Rt)\-,—*[AE(Rt)]

1 1
1   -» PGL(R )-► AE(R)-►/Pic(R.) -♦ 1

I 1 I
1 — PGL(Ri)/[PGL(Ri)] -» AE(Rt)AAE(Rt)] — /Pic(Rf.) -♦ 1

1 I
1 1

The bottom row is exact by [4, p. 119]. A diagram chase then shows that the map

;' is an isomorphism. So [AE(R2)] —» [AE(R,)] is onto, and E-surjectivity is true

for Az.

(c) The validity of (c) is the content of the remark [3, LX, (5.2), p. 481] of

Bass. Verifying (c) along the lines of the proof of Milnor's theorem [3, LX, (5.1),

p. 479] for FP is straightforward, so we omit it. If one follows the same proof

for Az the only slightly nontrivial point is to show that if (Aj, a, A2) = A is in

Az(Rj)xAl(R , Az(R2), that is Aj eAz(Rj), A2 eAz(R2) and a: Fj(Aj) Si

F2iA2) as R3-algebras, then the fibre product S(A,, a, Af) = S(A) oí the diagram

S(A)->A2

(4.12) |

Al~>Fl(Al)^F2(A2)
is in Az(R).

One does this by tensoring the diagram (4.12) with the diagram for A   =

(A., A2, a ) to get a commutative diagram which, after identifying A.®A.

with EndD (A .), becomes
Ki     l

S(A) ® S(A°)-» EndR (A2)

(4.13) o
EndR (Aj)- Fj(EndR (Aj)) ^®^F2(EndR (A2))
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On the other hand, if B is the fibre product in FP:

B-»A2

1 1
Al-,FlA1-,F2A2

then EndR B is the fibre product of the corresponding diagram of endomorphism

rings.

One shows that S(A) ® S(A ) is the fibre product in P, hence in FP, of the

diagram (4.13). This follows by observing that S(A) ® S(A ) is described by a

fibre product diagram like (4.13) except that the map a ® a0 is replaced by some

unknown function: this by Milnor's theorem [3, LX, (5.1)]; on the other hand S(A)

® S(A ) is isomorphic (by z) to an R-submodule of the fibre product EndR (B) of

(4.13). Thus we have two exact sequences and a commutative diagram of R-modules:

0 -» S(A) ® S(A°) -, EndR (Aj) ® EndR (A2) -i» F2(EndR (A2)) -* 0
I 1 n 2 2

y2
0 — EndR(B)-► EndR (Aj) ® EndR (A2)-» F2(EndR (A2)) -» 0

where y^ = (a ® a )Fj — F2, and y2 is the corresponding map from the fibre prod-

uct diagram for  EndR (A). So there exists an epimorphism ß from F2(EndR   (A2))

to itself so that yt = ßy^. But since F2(EndR   (A2)) is a finitely generated pro-

jective R,-module ß must be an isomorphism, hence i is an isomorphism onto

EndR (B). By [2, Theorem 3.5] S(A) is an Azumaya R-algebra.

The rest of the proof of condition (c) of (4.10) for Az, following the lines of

the proof of Milnor's theorem in [3], is straightforward and will be omitted. That

concludes the proof of (4.3).

Added in proof. Knus and Ojanguren have given in [18] a stronger version of

(4.1).
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